Network traffic dataset has many features and all may not contribute in detection of threats. Rejecting irrelevant features may increase performance of IDS by reducing computational time. In this paper various available feature selection methods like Correlation feature selection, Chi Squared attribute evaluation, Consistency subset evaluation, filtered attribute evaluation, filtered subset evaluation, gain ratio attribute evaluation, information gain attribute evaluation, One RA attribute evaluation, Symmetrical uncert attribute evaluation are tested on three classifiers Naïve Bayes, J48 and PART by using Weka data mining and machine learning tool on UCI KDD CUP 1999 network traffic dataset. The feature selection methods are analyzed on parameters like accuracy and number of features selected out of total features. The result shows that almost same level of accuracy can be achieved by reducing features and hence less computational time.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional anti-virus and intrusion detection systems (IDS) use definition of various viruses and attacks to detect different threats. These systems are not designed to detect zero day attacks. Anomaly based IDS systems are required to handle newer and increasing threats on computer networks. These systems learn the normal behavior of networks and consider all other behavior as malicious. Normal behavior for separate organizational networks may differ and IDS needs training to learn these behaviors. For ideal system training time should be zero unit while accuracy to detect threats should be hundred percent. Measures are taken to achieve ideal solution however no IDS have achieved it so far. Training time can be considerably minimized by reducing computational time to process network traffic dataset. IDS process captures network traffic dataset to learn about normal and abnormal behavior. These dataset has millions of instances/packets with hundreds of features. Some features may be irrelevant and does not contribute in the decision making but increases processing time. These attributes may be discarded while keeping accuracy within acceptable limit. So, analysis of various available feature selection techniques is required in order to analyze the effect of number of features on accuracy. Various general feature selection techniques are available which have been used on different types of datasets. A single technique is not a guarantee to give the best results on all the datasets. So analysis of these techniques on network traffic datasets is required. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives introduction, Section 2 describes the data and material taken for study. Section 3 gives detail of the methodology used in this research. Section 4 describes the results obtained and its analysis. Finally, section 5 concludes the study.
FEATURE SELECTION -RELATED WORK
Feature selection algorithm improves accuracy of IDS. Good features are the key to classify threat instances from normal instances [1] . Feature subset selection as an optimization problem where optimum set of features are to be selected has been considered in various studies. Binary particle swarm optimization technique is used for feature subset selection problem [2] . Association rule mining may also be used to find out the features which are closely correlated with the different class attributes [3] . Reference [4] proposed wrapper type, semi supervised genetic algorithm based feature selection algorithm. This technique uses unlabeled instances to improve the labeled instances by using classifiers. In order to remove computation, costly noisy and un-relevant features, hybrid techniques of improved binary particle swarm optimization and support vector machine have been used in [5] . Correlation based feature subset can also be used to reduce the dimensionality and features of hand shape and palm texture [6] . Inter-correlation among features can be used to select features among various given set of features [7] . In case where features are continuous, discretization can be achieved by chi-square test and then redundant and unproductive features can be discarded [8] .
Strongly relevant features can be identified by testing consistency with other features discarding weakly relevant features [9] . Features can be ranked individually by using filtering method based on squared statistics. Then feature subset can be selected based on their ranking [10] . In reference [11] performed dimension regression by using weighted ci-squared test integrated with sliced inverse regression which gives better performance than simple chisquared method. Gain ration attribute selection integrated with correlation based feature selection is used to select features of gene signatures in prognosis of lung cancer [12] . Reference [13] also used hybrid of wrapper and filtering based feature selection algorithm in classification along with memtic framework. To reduce high dimensions from dataset which have more number of features than the instances itself, feature subset evaluation is used [14] . Correlation based heuristic can also be used to find the suitability of features and then gain ratio is used to build decision tree to decide final feature subset [15] . Ant colony optimization algorithm is also used to reduce the high dimensionality feature set for text categorization [16] . Relief attribute evaluation technique is also used with ranker in order to select best features [17] . To select qualitative features among the available large feature set symmetrical uncertainty coefficient is also used [18] .
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 3.1 Network traffic dataset used
In 1998, MIT Lincoln Laboratory with DARPA sponsorship carried out project to prepare intrusion detection dataset so that these dataset may be used offline to conduct analysis and measure performance of IDS. The aim is to provide researcher a benchmark dataset to develop new techniques against network security threats. A large amount of various network traffic like e-mail, telnet, web, was generated and captured to create dataset. Various scenarios like managers, programmers, who uses various network services were also created. Various attack types like denial of service attack, remote to local, user to local and surveillance was simulated by using various operating system like Solaris, SunOS and Linux. In 1999, labeled dataset was made available for researcher to measure performance of intrusion detection systems [19] . This KDD CUP 1999 [20] dataset becomes benchmark dataset to evaluate performance of various IDS. Subset of this this dataset is used in this study. There are 41 attributes/features and 1 label for each instance. The various attributes are shown in table I. 
Research Methodology
The aim of this study is to analyze the effect of number of attributes on accuracy of the classifier to classify the instances of network traffic dataset. Maximum accuracy with minimum number of features is required to minimize the computational time of IDS in threat detection. In this study, nine feature selection techniques have been considered to reduce the dimensionality of data. Three classifiers are considered to analyze the effect on accuracy. The methodology adopted for this study is described in figure 1 . Data mining tool, Weka [21] , is used to carry out the study.
Fig 1: Research Methodology model used for experimentation
During this study total thirty experiments are performed with combination of feature selection techniques and classifiers. In the first three experiments dataset with full features are taken with Naïve Bayes, J48 and PART classifier and then nine different feature selection techniques along with tree classifiers are used to analyze the performance.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Various parameters used for analysis includes accuracy, number of features used, true positive rate and false positive rate. Table III shows the values of different parameters obtained with respect to each feature selection algorithm with J48 classifier. Table IV shows the values of different parameters obtained with respect to each feature selection algorithm with PART classifier. 
